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In the heavy quark limit a heavy baryon which contains two heavy quarks is believed to be composed of a
heavy diquark and a light quark. Based on this picture, we evaluate the weak semileptonic decay rates of such
baryons. The transition form factors between two heavy baryons are associated with those between two heavy
mesons by applying superflavor symmetry. The effective vertices of the W boson and two heavy diquarks are
obtained in terms of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. Numerical predictions on these semileptonic decay widths are
presented and they will be tested in future experiments. @S0556-2821~98!00721-8#
PACS number~s!: 12.39.Hg, 11.10.St, 13.30.Ce
I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy flavor physics has been an interesting subject for
many years. The meson case has been studied much more
intensively both in experiments and in theory than the baryon
case. The existence of three valence quarks in a baryon
makes the theoretical study much more complicated. Re-
cently more and more data for heavy baryons which contain
one heavy quark have been accumulated @1# and in the near
future we may expect even more data from the CERN e1e2
collider LEP and other experimental groups. Although we do
not have any data for doubly heavy baryons containing two
heavy quarks at present, it would be interesting to make pre-
dictions on their properties which will be tested in future
experiments. In our previous paper @2# we studied the pro-
duction of a pair of doubly heavy baryons in electron-
position collisions. It is the aim of the present work to study
their weak semileptonic decays.
The basic problem is how to deal with the transition form
factors between such doubly heavy baryons where one heavy
flavor transits ~explicitly b!c) with another heavy quark,
the light flavor remaining unchanged. Since it is determined
by nonperturbative QCD effects, the solution is by no means
trivial. The heavy quark effective theory ~HQET! provides a
way to appropriately simplify the evaluation of the hadronic
matrix elements @3# because by applying the HQET we are
able to find relations among the form factors, and conse-
quently reduce the independent number of these form fac-
tors. It is well known that in the heavy quark limit the extra
symmetries SU(2) f3SU(2)s manifest and the nonperturba-
tive effects are attributed to the well-defined Isgur-Wise
function j(vv8), where v and v8 are the four-velocities of
the concerned heavy quarks.
There have been some theoretical papers which study the
properties of doubly heavy baryons. It has been pointed out
that in the heavy quark limit the two heavy quarks
QQ8 (Q5b or c) inside a doubly heavy baryon bind into a
3¯ heavy diquark which acts as a color source and is pointlike
to the light degrees of freedom @2,4–7#. The leftover light
quark moves in the color field induced by the heavy diquark.
The size of the heavy diquark is much smaller compared
with the QCD scale. Based on this picture, White and Savage
analyzed semileptonic decays between doubly heavy baryons
where the weak transition matrix elements were given in
terms of the overlap of the Coulomb wave functions of
heavy diquarks and the Isgur-Wise function which entered
through the application of the superflavor symmetry @8,9#. In
the same direction, Sanchis-Lozano compared semileptonic
decays of doubly heavy baryons with the analogous decays
of heavy quarkonia @5,6#. Furthermore, based on the poten-
tial model analysis, it was shown that in the preasymptotic
quark mass region the spin symmetry is still a good approxi-
mation for doubly heavy baryons @6#.
The ground state of heavy diquark composed of Q and Q8
can be a spin-1 (VQQ8) or spin-0 (SQQ8) object. Because of
the Pauli principle, when Q5Q8, the cc or bb diquark can
only be in the spin-1 state while for bc diquark its spin may
be either 0 or 1. Therefore, from cc or bb diquark we can
construct a heavy baryon either with spin-32 (S3/2QQ) or with
spin- 12 (S1/2QQ). On the other hand, from bc diquark we may
have a spin-12 baryon which is constructed from Sbc (g1/2bc )
or from Vbc (S1/2bc ), and also a spin-32 baryon from
Vbc (S3/2bc ). In the above discussion, we have followed the
notation of White and Savage @4#. In the present paper we
will study the weak transition hadronic matrix elements be-
tween these heavy baryons and then give the predictions for
their semileptonic decay widths.
Due to the analogue of a heavy meson and a heavy baryon
with a heavy diquark, superflavor symmetry is applicable to
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associate the transition matrix elements between two doubly
heavy baryons with those between two heavy mesons. Su-
perflavor symmetry was first established by Georgi and Wise
@8# for interchanging a heavy quark and a heavy scalar ob-
ject. Later Carone @9# generalized it to the symmetry of in-
terchanging a heavy quark and a heavy axial vector object.
Since the heavy diquark is not really pointlike with respect to
weak transitions, we need to derive the explicit expressions
of the effective vertices DD8W6 (D5S or V) by taking
into account the inner structure of heavy diquarks. Obviously
these vertices are associated with the bound state properties
of heavy diquarks D and D8. Therefore, some nonperturba-
tive model has to be adopted. As in our previous work @2# we
apply the Bethe-Salpeter ~BS! equation model to analyze the
weak transition matrix elements between two heavy di-
quarks, unlike the approach of White and Savage and
Sanchis-Lozano, while we will also apply the superflavor
symmetry with which different matrix elements between
heavy mesons or doubly heavy baryons are expressed in
terms of the same Isgur-Wise function.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give a
detailed derivation of the transition form factors between two
heavy diquarks with a virtual W boson being emitted. Con-
sequently we obtain the effective currents for heavy diquark
weak transitions. Then in Sec. III we apply superflavor sym-
metry to give the formulation for the weak matrix elements
between heavy baryons and the semileptonic decay widths.
The numerical results will be presented in Sec. IV. Finally
the last section is devoted to summary and discussions.
II. DERIVATION OF THE HEAVY DIQUARK
TRANSITION FORM FACTORS
Since in the heavy quark limit the two heavy quarks in a
baryon constitute a heavy diquark, in the decay process this
diquark may be treated as a color-triplet quasi-particle. It is
noted that for applying HQET to associate a baryon case to a
meson case, the diquark should be of pointlike structure. The
reason for this is that all nonperturbative effects are attrib-
uted into a well-defined Isgur-Wise function, therefore the
necessary condition is that the diquark is seen by the light
quark as a pointlike color source. However, it by no means
demands that in the weak transition the weak current sees a
pointlike structureless object. On the contrary, there is a
complicated structure due to the bound state effects of the
diquark. The structure effects of the heavy diquark should be
described by the bound state equation. Hence we have to
adopt a plausible method to deal with the diquark structure
effects which are governed by the nonperturbative QCD. In
this section we solve the BS equation @10# to obtain the
bound state wave function of the heavy diquark and then
give the transition form factors between such heavy diquarks
in the weak decay processes.
Since the bound state BS wave functions and the transi-
tion form factors between two heavy diquarks are obtained in
the same framework, in our formulation one does not need to
invoke some phenomenological inputs except the commonly
accepted parameters such as as and k in the Cornell poten-
tial model.
The BS equation for a heavy diquark can be written in the
following form:
xP~p !5S1~l1P1p !E G~P ,p ,q !xP~q ! d4q~2p!4 S2~l2P2p !,
~1!
where S j( j51,2) are the propagators of heavy quark 1 and
quark 2 in the diquark, respectively, and G(P ,p ,q) is the BS
equation kernel defined as the sum of all the irreducible dia-
grams concerning the interaction between the two quarks of
the diquark, l15m1 /(m11m2), l25m2 /(m11m2), and
m1 , m2 are the quark masses. P is the total momentum of the
diquark and can be expressed as P5Mv where M is the
mass of the diquark and v is its four-velocity.
Using the relation
S j~p !5iF L j1~pt!pl2W j1ie 1 L j
2~pt!
pl1W j2ie
Gv ~ j51,2!, ~2!
where pl5pv , pt5p2plv , W j5Auptu21m j2, and
L j



























In the heavy quark limit it can be shown that L1
1(pt)
'(11v )/2, L21(2pt)'(11v )/2, and xP22 is small and




So for a scalar or an axial vector diquark, the BS wave
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The superscript S and V denote the scalar and axial vector
diquark, respectively, and h is the polarization vector of the
axial vector diquark.
Now we assume the kernel G to have the form @2,11#















where V1 and V2 are the parts of the kernel associated with
the scalar confinement and one-gluon-exchange diagram, re-
spectively @11#. The parameters b1 and b2 are different for
various color states. For mesons, b151, b251, while for
color-triplet diquarks, b2 is directly associated to the color
factor caused by the single-gluon exchange, so it should be
0.5. In contrast, b1 which is related to the linear confinement
cannot be determined yet and we just take it as a free param-
eter within a range of 0–1 in numerical evaluations. As a
matter of fact, later we pick up two typical values 0.5 and 1
for b1 for demonstrating the influence of the color factor. In
fact, the final results are not sensitive to its value, so our
predictions made with the value within a certain range can
give rise to a reasonable order of magnitude, although not to
a precise number. The parameters k and as are well deter-
mined by fitting experimental data of heavy meson spectra.
From the heavy meson experimental data, k50.18, as50.4
@12#. After substituting the form of the kernel Eq. ~5! into




E ~V12V2!f˜ ~qt! d3qt
~2p!3
, ~6!
where f˜ (pt)5*f(p)(dpl/2p). The above equation can be
solved numerically and by applying the relation between
f(pl ,pt) and f˜ (pt) we finally obtain the numerical solution
of the BS equation. This solution will be applied to calculate
the weak transition matrix elements of heavy diquarks.
The weak transition form factors of heavy diquarks are
closely associated with their inner structure. Namely, to
evaluate a transition b!c which are constituent quarks of
the initial and final diquarks, some Q2-dependent form fac-
tors naturally emerge.
The form factors are process dependent. For the semilep-
tonic decay DbQ8(v)!DcQ88 (v8)1l1n¯ with the light quark
being a spectator, the fundamental vertex Jm corresponds to a




Vcb* c¯gm~12g5!b , ~7!
where gw is the weak coupling constant.
The effective currents Lm in the expressions of the heavy
diquark transition matrix elements are calculated by means
of the BS equation for heavy diquarks.
For scalar or axial vector diquark transitions, one has the
following four types:
^S8~v8!uJmuS~v !&52AM M 8@ f 1~vv8!vm8 1 f 2~vv8!vm# , ~8!
^V8~v8,h8!uJmuV~v ,h!&52AM M 8@ f 3~vv8!h8hvm8 1 f 4~vv8!h8hvm1 f 5~vv8!hv8h8vvm8 1 f 6~vv8!hv8h8vvm
1 f 7~vv8!hv8hm8 1 f 8~vv8!h8vhm1 f 9~vv8!iemnrsh8nhrv8s1 f 10~vv8!iemnrsh8nhrvs# ,
~9!
^V8~h8,v8!uJmuS~v !&52AM M 8@ f 11hm8 1 f 12h8vvm8 1 f 13h8vvm1 f 14iemnrsh8nv8rvs# , ~10!
^S8~v8!uJmuV~h ,v !&52AM M 8@ f 15hm1 f 16hv8vm8 1 f 17hv8vm1 f 18iemnrshnvrv8s# . ~11!
On the other hand, the effective matrix elements of heavy diquark transitions can be expressed by the BS wave functions
as the following:
^D8~v8!uJmuD~v !&5E TrFx¯ P8D8~p8!GxPD~p !S21~p2!~2p!4d4~p22p28! d4p~2p!4 d4p8~2p!4G , ~12!
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where S(p2) is the propagator of quark 2, G is the vertex of
Jm , x¯ P
S 5A2Mf*(p)@(11v )/2# and x¯ PV5
2A2Mf*(p)h g5@(11v )/2# for scalar and axial vector di-
quarks, respectively. pi8 and pi(i51,2) are
p185l18M 8v81p8, p285l28M 8v82p8,
~13!
p15l1Mv1p , p25l2Mv2p ,
where M ,M 8 are the masses of initial and final diquarks.
Therefore, the form factors f i (i51, . . . ,18) in Eqs. ~8!–
~11! can be expressed as an integral of the two diquarks’
wave functions along with specific coefficients. The numeri-
cal values for the coefficients f i ~1, . . . ,18! in Eqs. ~8!–~11!
are derived by the combination of Eq. ~12! and Eqs. ~8!–
~11!. The effective currents Lm inducing weak transitions




f iJl~ i ! , ~14!
where the explicit expressions for Jl
(i) are given in the fol-
lowing:
Jl
~1 !5S8†~v8!vl8S~v !, Jl
~2 !5S8†~v8!vlS~v !,
Jl
~3 !5V8m†~v8!vl8Vm~v !, Jl
~4 !5V8m†~v8!vlVm~v !,
Jl
~5 !5@V8m†~v8!vm#vl8@vn8Vn~v !#, Jl
~6 !5@V8m†~v8!vm#vl@vn8Vn~v !#,
Jl
~7 !5Vl8†~v8!@vn8Vn~v !#, Jl
~8 !5@V8m†~v8!vm#Vl~v !,
Jl














where S(v), S8(v8), Vm(v), and V8m(v8) stand for the ini-
tial scalar, final scalar, initial axial vector, and final axial
vector diquark fields in the baryons, respectively. For in-
stance, the terms in Lm which contribute to S1/2
bb!S1/2bc are
( i53
10 f iJl(i) . In next section we will apply the effective cur-
rents to calculate the hadronic transition matrix elements
with the aid of superflavor symmetry. From the heavy meson
experimental data, k50.18 GeV2, as50.4, mb54.8 GeV,
mc51.45 GeV. From the BS equation, the numerical results
of M ~ the heavy diquark mass! corresponding to the various
quarks mi(i51,2) and b1 are listed in Table I.
III. FORMULATION FOR THE TRANSITION MATRIX
ELEMENTS AND DECAY WIDTHS
~i! The transition amplitudes. For semileptonic decays, the
process can be described as a transition of a heavy baryon
into another heavy baryon radiating a virtual W boson which
turns into a lepton pair ln¯ (l¯n). In the process, the factor-
ization is perfect, so that the total transition amplitude can be
written as
T'^J8uJauJ&laS iM W2 D , ~16!
where J, J85g1/2 , S1/2 , and S3/2 and the contribution from
the leptonic current is
TABLE I. Values of heavy diquark masses.
b1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1
m1(GeV) 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 1.45 1.45
m2(GeV) 4.8 4.8 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45
M (GeV) 9.68 9.74 6.46 6.58 3.27 3.33





u¯ l~pl!ga~12g5!v ~n!~pn! for b!cln¯ l .
At the concerned decay energy scale, the W-boson propaga-
tor i/(q22M W2 )(2gmn1qmqn /M W2 ) can be approximated as
2igmn /M W
2
. In our calculations, we neglect the lepton
masses, and because t-lepton production is hard to measure,
we only discuss the cases of e2n¯ e and m2n¯m radiation.
Thus we need to derive the forms of the hadronic matrix
elements ^J8uJmuJ&. The effective currents Lm are derived in
Sec. II, so we obtain the hadronic transition matrix elements
^J8uJmuJ& by calculating ^J8uLmuJ& in the diquark-quark pic-
ture. The scalar or axial vector diquark is treated as a point-
like object of color 3¯ and spin 0 or 1 with definite form
factors which are reflected in the coefficients f i’s of the ef-
fective currents Lm , and combines with the light quark to
constitute a baryon of spin 1/2 or 3/2. Thus we can use
superflavor symmetry to evaluate the transition matrix ele-
ments at the hadron level. In this scenario, there is only one
uncertain function which is determined by nonperturbative
QCD, i.e., the Isgur-Wise function j(vv8), unlike the case
for transitions between light baryons where there are many
form factors. Therefore, here we may expect to reduce the
uncertainty and improve the prediction power, which is the
advantage of employing superflavor symmetry.
In the scenario of the superflavor symmetry @8#, the wave
function for a baryon consisting of a scalar diquark would be
C˜ g5S ugTC/A2M S0 D , ~17!
where M S is the mass of the scalar diquark and C is the
charge-conjugation operator satisfying C21gmT C52gm . For












S 0cSmTC D , ~19!
where M V is the mass of the spin-1 diquark.
Thus the hadronic transition matrix element can be ob-
tained as
Tm[^J8~v8!uLmuJ~v !&
52j~vv8!TrFCS J88 ~v8!(i f iG iC˜ J~v !G , ~20!
where G i’s are the corresponding vertices in the effective
current Lm . In Ref. @8#, the authors presented some transition
matrix elements with certain effective currents. Here our ef-
fective currents correspond to the weak interaction.1 There
are a total of twelve different weak transition matrix ele-
ments Tim(i51, . . . ,12) ~see Table II in Sec. IV for the
twelve transitions!. The explicit expressions for various had-
ronic transition matrix elements Tim(i51, . . . ,12) can be ob-
tained straightforwardly after tedious derivations. Take the
first transition in Table II, S1/2
bb!S1/2bc , as an example. T1m





3 j~vv8!$~2 f 3vm8 2 f 4vm!~21vv8!1~ f 5vm8 1 f 6vm!@12~vv8!2#
2~ f 7vm8 1 f 8vm!~11vv8!%u¯S8 uS1~ f 71 f 8!~11vv8!u¯S8 gmuS1i~ f 9vrv8s2 f 10v8rvs!emdrsu¯S8 gduS
2i~ f 9v8s1 f 10vs!emdrsu¯S8 gdgruS. ~21!
~ii! The amplitude square. To calculate the cross section, we need to take square of the amplitudes (spinsuTilllu2 (i
















where C.T. means the conjugate term and
1For evaluating a radiative decay, one can have similar effective currents with only small changes from that given for weak interactions.
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Al5~2 f 3vl82 f 4vl!~21vv8!1~ f 5vl81 f 6vl!@12~vv8!2#2~ f 7vl81 f 8vl!~11vv8!,
B5~ f 71 f 8!~11vv8!,
Crs5 f 9vrv8s2 f 10v8rvs,
Ds5 f 9v8s1 f 10vs. ~23!
~iii! The integration over the final state phase space. To
obtain the partial decay width, one needs to integrate out the
phase space of the three-body final state. In the limit of ml
;0, the integration becomes much simplified.
It is easy to notice that the amplitude square can be writ-











where p3 and p4 are the momenta of emitted lepton and
neutrino, p15mv is the decaying baryon momentum which
can also be m(1,0W ), p25m8v8 is the momentum of the de-
cay product which should be integrated over, m and m8 are
the masses of initial and final baryons, respectively, and
Til (i51, . . . ,18) have been derived with the help of super-
flavor symmetry.
Thus after a simple manipulation, the final form of the
decay width can be written ~in the following expression the
spin factor 2s1152 for the spin-1/2 baryon decay while for






















l~a ,b ,c ![a21b21c222ab22bc22ca ,
and F1 through F6 are given in the expressions of
(uTialau2/M W
4 by rearranging the corresponding terms so
that they are expressed in terms of the form factors f i(i
51, . . . ,18) which have been calculated in the BS approach.
The concrete forms are obtained by running the REDUCE
computer programs and it is a very lengthy and tedious pro-
cedure. The relations between Fi(i51, . . . ,6) and f i(i
51, . . . ,18) are very complicated and we will not list them
here.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the relations between Fi(i51, . . . ,6) and f i(i
51, . . . ,18) there is an uncertain function, the Isgur-Wise
function. Its behavior is controlled by nonperturbative QCD
effects which have to be dealt with in some phenomenologi-
cal model. Because in the heavy quark limit the spin of the
heavy quark has no effects on the dynamics inside the had-
ron one expects that the Isgur-Wise function is totally deter-
mined by the light degrees of freedom. Therefore, the Isgur-
Wise function between the transition of heavy baryons
consisting of two heavy quarks should be the same as that of
the corresponding heavy mesons. Actually this is the plausi-
bility of applying superflavor symmetry. Hence we can sim-
ply use the form of the Isgur-Wise function for B!D in our
numerical calculations for the decay width of heavy baryons
which contain two heavy quarks. There are some model cal-
culations for the Isgur-Wise function for B!D @13–15#. In
the following numerical calculations we will use the follow-





where the constant is taken to be v051.24. It is noted that
different forms of the Isgur-Wise function will give some-
what different predictions. However, our numerical compu-
tations show that with various Isgur-Wise function forms the
order is not changed. The numerical results for the semilep-
tonic decay widths for different processes are listed in Table
II. From the numerical results in Table II we can see that the
decay widths are around the order 10213–10214 GeV. It can
also be seen that the results are insensitive to the parameter
b1 .
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
In the present work we discussed the weak transitions
between heavy baryons which consist of two heavy quarks in
the heavy quark limit. We restricted our analysis to the
ground states of such baryons. When the mass of the heavy
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quark is much larger than the QCD scale LQCD the two
heavy quarks bind into a heavy diquark and the three-body
system is simplified into a two-body system of a heavy di-
quark and a light quark. The heavy diquark is a pointlike @for
instance, in the Coulomb potential model, the radius of the
heavy diquark is of the order 1/as(mQ)mQ , much smaller
than 1/LQCD in the heavy quark limit# spin-0 or spin-1 object
to the light quark which is blind to the spin and flavor of the
heavy diquark. Therefore, we can apply superflavor symme-
try which relates the heavy quark, heavy scalar diquark, and
heavy axial vector diquark. Thus the matrix elements be-
tween doubly heavy baryons and those between heavy me-
sons are related to each other and can be described by the
same Isgur-Wise function. To deal with the weak transitions
between heavy diquarks we work in the BS equation ap-
proach in the heavy quark limit. We obtain numerical solu-
tions of the BS equation by assuming a kernel which con-
tains linear scalar confinement and one-gluon-exchange
vector terms. The numerical solutions are used to obtain the
effective currents between two heavy diquarks. These effec-
tive currents are expressed in terms of the coefficients f i(i
51, . . . ,18) which can be solved numerically from the BS
equation for heavy diquarks. Then the weak transition matrix
elements between heavy baryons are expressed in terms of
the Isgur-Wise function and f i(i51, . . . ,18). Consequently
we give the predictions for the semileptonic decay widths for
all the possible twelve decay channels between two heavy
baryons. The decay widths are around the order
10213–10214 GeV. These predictions will be tested in fu-
ture experiments.
There are some uncertainties in our work which arise
from both the approximations and the nonperturbative QCD
models we have used. First, we have been working in the
heavy quark limit in which physics is greatly simplified and
apart from the form factors between heavy diquark weak
transitions we have only one unknown function, the Isgur-
Wise function from the application of superflavor symmetry.
In reality, however, the masses of heavy quarks are not infi-
nitely large. Therefore, if one wishes to make a precise com-
parison of the theoretically calculated numbers with data, the
1/mQ and, especially 1/mc corrections must be taken into
account. These corrections could be of the order LQCD /mc
;0.15 if we ignore the effects of the form factors appearing
at the 1/mQ order in the expansions in HQET for heavy
baryons.
Secondly, when we consider the heavy diquark, we also
work in the heavy quark limit, i.e., we neglect uptu/mQ terms.
However, the heavy diquark is different than a single heavy
hadron. The residual momentum in a heavy diquark is not
simply O(LQCD) @6#. In the Coulomb potential model,
uptu/mQ;as(mQ) @16# while in other potential models
uptu/mQ may have a different behavior with respect to mQ .
In our BS equation approach, we find that when uptu becomes
large the BS wave function is strongly suppressed and the
average value of uptu/mQ is smaller than 0.25. Therefore, the
ignorance of uptu/mQ terms in our approach may cause about
25% corrections.
In addition, in our numerical calculations we do not dis-
tinguish the masses of heavy spin-0 and spin-1 diquarks.
Since we are working in the preasymptotic mass region, this
difference should be small ~as discussed in Ref. @6#, this
difference is of the order 1/mQ in the Coulomb plus linear
potential model!.
In addition to the above approximations when we calcu-
late the effective currents between two heavy diquarks we
work in the BS equation approach in which the most uncer-
tain point is the kernel which depends on nonperturbative
QCD effects. Motivated by the potential model we use a
simple form which has linear scalar confinement and one-
gluon-exchange terms. Furthermore, we use an instantaneous
approximation in the kernel. In the confinement part the pa-
rameter b1 is not fixed and we pick up two typical values of
0.5 and 1. Fortunately, the decay widths are insensitive to
this parameter. Although we cannot estimate the corrections
to these assumptions about nonperturbative QCD effects
such as other phenomenological nonperturbative QCD mod-
els do, we believe that it should give reasonable results based
on the success of potential models and the successful appli-
cations of the BS equation approach in other cases.
The Isgur-Wise function is another uncertain point since it
is also controlled by nonperturbative QCD dynamics be-
tween the heavy diquark and light quark and thus its evalu-
ation is model dependent. To get the numerical results we
use the simple form obtained in Ref. @13#. Different forms
for the Isgur-Wise function may result in different decay
widths. However, since the Isgur-Wise function changes
slowly in the decay region we are concerned with and dif-
ferent model predictions for it do not differ much @14,15# the
uncertainty from the Isgur-Wise function should not change
the order of our predictions.
From the above discussion, we expect that we have given
reasonable predictions for semileptonic decays of doubly
heavy baryons. On the other hand, since the predictions are
model dependent, future experiments will test the reliability
of our model.
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